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The International Relations Society of Yeshiva was represented at a regional conference of the International Relations Societies of the Middle Atlantic States Association of Colleges held on December 28, 29 and 30 at the University of Montreal. More than fifty other schools from the United States and Canada were represented.

The European Culture and Politics seminar, conducted by Professor T. W. B. M. S., Aaron Weiss '51, and Stanley Segal '53, president, vice-president, and secretary-treasurer of the I.R.S., respectively, represented Yeshiva.

The theme of the sessions was the clarification and classification of international relations facing the United Nations. The conference was composed of a number of simultaneously held roundtable discussions to allow for a greater interchange of opinions.

Major Problems Discussed at the meeting included the most attention from the delegates were the North Atlantic Treaty Area and France, Italy, the Scandinavian countries, and the Korean question.

Yeshiva's representatives upheld the view that military aid to Europe and Asia does not in itself comprise a cure-all for the world's ills. They maintained that an investigation and understanding of the cultural dimension of the issues is the key to the solution of the problems of the world. They also pointed out that the world would help resolve these differences, and bring the world closer to a stable peace.

The first issue of Halapid will be published in a 4-page format. The second issue appeared on the cover of the January 12, 1951 issue of The Yeshiva Law Review.

A feature story about the work of Dr. Edward G. Buxton, associate professor of German, was included in the issue of the Teachers Institute for the students of the Teachers Institute for its students in the coming year, for smaller lectures.

The issue contains an editorial on the future of the Yeshiva University, former professor of Bible, on the first anniversary of his passing, an editorial urging more student cooperation for Halapid; and an editorial featuring the contents of a letter sent by Dr. Hyman R. Greenstein, T.I. registrar to several T.I. student scholars.

The Comentator extends its heartfelt congratualtions to Hugo Elbers '52 upon his recent marriage, and to Ben Shein on the birth of his new baby.
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Robert Blau—Here is a boy with a calculating business-like eye, which should enable him to go far. His is a hysterical major who hails from Boro Park. Some say it's his stamping ground and we shall refrain from puncturing a bubble which has several holes in it. Robert Blau is, in the face. But we shall refrain. He is known as a "meek" around the Yeshiva. When Rabbi Schlesewicz closed the doors to all "room matric" students, Bobby sneaked in. We feel this is commendable.

Zebulon Charlop—This fellow with the sweet, almost insipid smile, has been known to throw Ze-been maniac an occasion. An interesting side-light on his power of advertising is the fact that he is one of the few people who have been allowed to take two conflicting subjects. His thoughts in the higher realms are not confused merely to the five walls of our institution. He is thinking of publishing (at private cost) his responses with Rabbi Lipschitz from Camp Lebanon (where he learned—he says). He is very likely—he says.

William Gordon—This chap is the Stadl-looking-Shikshnin seen breast stroking down the halls. This refers to his being a right hand to Doc Horowitz in his swimming classes. The mushroom states that because of swimming, extracurricular activities are few. The doorman in the dorm disagrees; he has so developed an impression—he can always find a soft touch. At this he is a genius. At paying back not only is he completely backwards, but absolutely dumb. His angelic, happy smile is due to the world situation. Why? He has no ambition.

Aaron Jonathan Mann—a native of Bridgeport, Conn., who came to Y.U. over the much-travelled R.J.J. route, Aaron is a Biology major but run out of his education, unlike most science majors, with a generous helping of Sociology. His roommate's a Soc. major. "Handsome" Aaron (the Avatar's friends call him) plays beach Biology, study medicine, continue his rabbinic studies, or just play bridge. One thing he is sure of, is that he failed to installastic manager again; his philosophy must be "hard work for one year is enough."

Abraham Morgenstern—Morgy claims to be a has been. He has been Photography editor of Maimd for two years before resigning; and has also, to his younger days, T.A., been quite serious about his studies. Now he is serious about only two things. Becoming a "crasy doctor" and his flamboyant a girl named Harriet. An East- sideer who sings with the choral group of Y.U., he has been active in several class nite productions. A has been with prospects of a wonderful future.

Alfred Bob—"Yucky" is the same name one must yell out in the Beth Medrash to attract his attention. He dwells on the rue de la paix in Brooklyn. Here, in the Yeshiva, he makes his home in Room 227. At is the manager of our Co-op, and may be recognized as the gentleman with the jacket and tie. He is the bearded king of the Beis Medrash. He is a history major and it is claimed by his roommates that Yucky never studies. At least not history.

Dr. Litanoff knows him as the "beefy leader." His friends from Rockaway know him better as the "Sibek of 85th Street."

Vctor Solomon—Yeshiva's well-known trouble salesman is a resident of the Bronx and was graduated from T.A. High. A political science major, he has emigrated and find his place in the world as a rabbi and cantor. His past accomplishments are in the field of oratory, religion and music, and include bar mitzvah served, as co-chairman of the Inter-Yeshiva Student Council. Having performed the duties of a cantor in both our institutions, he is now available to perform marriage ceremonies for all his friends.
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Cathedral Five Bows, 67-59; Steinberg Rated ‘All-Tourney’

At a respite of two weeks the Mites took to the hardwood to pick up a win for the first time in a month but unformly by Cathedral defenders who went down before the Heighter's, 67-59.

With a win under their belts, the Saraschaekers will get plenty of practice as they go into the heavy end of their schedule. On Wednesday, January 10, the team will journey way out to Long Island just toDONE (Cathedral ST. NICHOLAS AVE. Beat) to continue court rivalry with Adelphi. The Adelphi game last year was one of the many thrillers seen on the Y.U. court that season, as the Mites took both games.

The following Saturday evening, January 13, Yeshiva's basketball faithful (note Mr. Murray Ephraim Stadtmann) will finally get a chance to see their representatives at home. The Mites have not played at home since December. When the Mites make their 1951 home debut, the leatherheavers from Bloomfield Teachers College will be the visiting team.

Leading the Mighty Mites to Rose Hill in the Bronx where a contest with Fordham is in store. The Rams, under a new coach, have again produced one of the top teams in the local league. Last year the Heigthers gave Fordham a good scare when they pulled within two points of their powerful foes early in the final quarter.

On the following Tuesday the Saraschaekers play their last away game of the season at the Farleigh Dickinson court in New Jersey. Beginning Saturday, February 3, and every Saturday thereafter for six solid weeks, home games on the court of the Central High School of Needle Trades, are on tap. The Cooper Union eagers, led by their crack coach Dave Tobev, inaugurate this long series of games and are expected to return a last minute team from a 10, 0, 0 season. For one, 92-89, as Artie Stein set the season high scoring mark with 33 points to put Hershkowitz's previous high of 32, scored against Hirscher, 19-51, to shame.

On February 10, Roy Schmitzer brings his "Pioneers" from Paterson State Teachers College to New York to tussle with the Mites at the home of a coach, Leonard Schnitler, who graduated from Panzer last year, will be remembered by Y.U. fans as the thorn in the side of the Mites. Ray, a very good ballplayer, helped the Panthers sink the Mites in a recent final to the extent that his team pulled some of this basketball genius to his Paterson dribblers his club will be hard to handle.

Leading Yeshiva scorer this season is "Himsky" Moe Hershkowitz with 141 points in seven contests for an average of 20.1 markers per game. Trailing him is "Big" Artie Stein with 101, for a 14.3 average. These top-notch point-getters are followed by Davidrooms, 33; and Hirscher, 10.

On January 15 again takes the Narrows, 23. The best single game effort thus far has been Hershkowitz's 29 points scored against Cathedral, bottering his previous high of 33 at Upsala; Stein's high of 34, which he set in a game vs. St. Francis.

Although the Mites are now faltering at the short end of a three and four slate we're going out on a limb, prognosticating a winning record for the year. We further venture to predict that Red Sarasche and his crew can be expected to win seven of the ten remaining games. This would indicate a suspicion that Queens, Fordham and Adelphi are not quite as exceptionally strong teams, and close games are a certainty.

Waxing courageous we predict seven wins, but we have not lost cognizance of the fact that few of these victories may be regarded as breathers. Quite to the contrary, most of the games will be tight squeezes. Panzer has already beaten the Heightes, and despite the fact that they are coming off a bye week with able assistance of two men whom some prefer to label "Basketball Referee," the Panthers will still be a pretty tough nut to crack at the Needle Trades gym.

The Mites will play their third home game against Bloomfield Teachers College, Wednesday evening at the Needle Trades gym.

The Materials, Adelphi, and Cooper are Union strong teams, having been little affected by the graduation of ballplayers, and could continue to give the Mites a tough fight.

But it is the contention of this corner that the Mites are better than their record indicates and that they will snap out of this temporary pseudo-mediaevality.
Bronx Member Of Board of Education Named Head Of Ed. School Council

Charles J. Bensley, Bronx member of the New York City Board of Education, has been named chairman of the Council of Yeshiva University's School of Education and Community Administration, it was announced by Dr. Samuel Belkin, president of Yeshiva University.

Commissioner Bensley, who is also chairman of the Board of Education's Committee on Buildings and Sites, will head a nine-man committee, now being formed to serve in an advisory capacity in connection with the school's plans for expanded educational and communal service. The Council will also seek to broaden the scope of the school's auxiliary services, now embracing the Psychological Clinic and Educational Service Bureau.

In accepting the chairmanship, Mr. Bensley said that it is hoped that the Council will make it possible for the School of Education and Community Administration to develop additional programs.

Graduate Lectures Before Math Club

Seymour Habel '50, a former president of Yeshiva's Math Club, addressed the Math Club at a meeting held on Monday, December 25, on "Stieltjes and Riemann Integrals." Gustave Solomon '52, this year's Math Club president, will speak before the group at 9 p.m. tonight, in Room 461.

Masmid

Philip Finkelstein '51, has resigned as co-editor of Masmid, Joshua Hertzberg '51, editor-in-chief, announced. Mr. Hertzberg also stated that the date for all literary material is Monday, January 15.

Arfa Lecture (Continued from Page 1)

In accepting the chairmanship, Mr. Bensley said that it is hoped that the Council will make it possible for the School of Education and Community Administration to develop additional programs.

Arfa Lecture (Continued from Page 1)

Bipolar Days

Not so long ago, an ambitious stipends-product attempted to draw up a tentative plan that, he hoped, would throw some light on the average Yeshiva boy's studying habits. He completed his paper and presented it before a board of school officials. Later he is told, he has been seen dragging a punchcard between Rivington and Canal.

At any rate, here is a simplified summary of the conclusions reached by our colleague: There are four classes of Yeshiva boys: namely, 1) those who study and don't know, 2) those who study and know, 3) those who don't study and know, and 4) those who don't study and don't know. According to his investigations, class number two constitutes 97 per cent of all Yeshiva boys, and class number four, the remaining 3 per cent. As to the other two classes that appear in his conclusions... why in heaven do you think he is now dragging a punchcard between Rivington and Canal?!